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STAr noTes Were noT Used To rePLAce defecTiVe
series of 1929 national Bank notes.  instead, unsalvageable
misprinted sheets were rejected and make-up replacement
sheets were substituted that bore the identical serial numbers

as on the defective sheets.  Make up replacement sheets were used in both the Type 1
and Type 2 printings.

There were two principal reasons for not using star notes in the national
Bank note series.  first, uninterrupted consecutive runs of serial numbers greatly
facilitated bookkeeping for all concerned at the Bureau of engraving and Printing,
the comptroller of the currency’s office, and the banks.  second, it would have been
a logistical nightmare to stock replacement sheets for all the different denominations
for all the thousands of banks that were involved.

Series of 1929 
National Bank
Replacement

Notes

The Paper Column
By James A. Simek 
& Peter Huntoon

Figure 1.  Star notes were not
substituted for misprints dur-
ing the production of Series
of 1929 National Bank Notes
much as collectors might
wish.  Obviously this beauty
is a Photoshop fabrication.
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Make-up sheets

series of 1929 notes were overprinted after preprinted 12-subject sheets
with uniform backs and generic faces were cut in half.  The black overprint, contain-
ing the bank title, bank signatures and charter numbers, was overprinted first.  The

brown seals and serial numbers were applied next.
A memo dated october 14, 1930, by

George duncan, superintendent of the surface
Printing division, explained how the replacement
sheets were made.  A few sheets containing the
bank overprint were held in reserve, as the others
were numbered and sealed.  once the others were
numbered, the numbering blocks were removed
from the sealing and numbering press, and seals
only were printed on the four or five sheets held in
reserve.  These were used as replacements for mis-
printed sheets discovered in the order.  serial num-
bers were applied to them using paging machines.
once the misprints had been replaced, any remain-
ing unserialed make-up sheets were numbered in
sequence and appended to the end of the order.

Paging machines used during the Type 1
era held a numbering head that contained eight
metal serial number and letter wheels.  The opera-
tor manually dialed in the desired serial number
and prefix and suffix letters, and then affixed the
whole one at a time as she hand fed the sheet into
position.

Larger numbering heads were required to
handle the added charter number when the Type 2
serial numbering system was adopted.  Those num-
bering heads held seven wheels for the serial num-

ber and five for the charter number, all on a common axle allowing both numbers to
be affixed simultaneously.  Two numbering heads were required for the Type 2s
because the juxtaposition of the serial and charter numbers on the respective sides of
a given note were opposite each other.

The preparation of make-up sheets was a productivity killing means for
handling misprints, but under the circumstances, it was the only viable solution.  it
was piecemeal, laborious and slow.

identification

figure 3 illustrates the normal alignment of the serial numbers on a Type 1
note printed on a numbering press.  The alignments and spacing shown within the
brown overprint didn’t vary on the overprinting presses.

Figure 3.  Diagram showing
the critical diagnostic align-
ments within the brown over-
prints printed on a numbering
press.  Notice where the verti-
cal line bisects the upper right
serial number on such notes
and the vertical separation
between the serial numbers.
The placement of the serial
numbers routinely departs
from these norms on replace-
ment notes.

Figure 2.  Paging machines in
operation in the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing during
World War I.  These machines
were used later to affix make-
up serial numbers to Series of
1929 replacement sheets one
at a time.  The numbering
wheels are visible on the
machine in front of the third
woman from right.
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All series of 1929 national Bank note replacement serial numbers are dis-
tinguishable using the following criteria.

1.  The letters and numbers have a rubber-stamped appearance character-
ized by incompletely formed, under- or over-inked characters.

2.  The serial numbers often are misplaced or crooked.

3.  The brown ink in the serial numbers usually is darker than that of the
seals.

4.   Minor smearing and spattering of the ink in replacement serial numbers
is sometimes evident.

Figure 4.  Rubber-stamped
appearing serial numbers on a
classic Series of 1929 Type 1
replacement note.

Figure 6.  The vertical separa-
tion between the serial num-
bers is abnormally small on
this Type 2 replacement note.
This was the first Type 2
replacement note to be recog-
nized, a discovery made by
Huntoon in the late 1970s.

Figure 7.  These two serial
numbers are from the
vicksburg, Mississippi note
illustrated on page 103.  The
upper was printed using a
paging machine, the lower by
an overprinting press.  Notice
the darker shade of the upper
replacement number.

Figure 5. The upper right seri-
al number on this Type 1 note
has a decided rightward shift
and tilt.  Crooked serial num-
bers are far more common on
Type 1 than on Type 2
replacement notes.  The tilt of
the serial numbers can be
even greater than on this
example.
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As shown on figure 8, one diagnostic confined solely to Type 1 replacement
serial numbers is that the cumulative width of the serial number as measured from
the outside edges of the prefix and suffix letters is 1 to 1.5 mm wider than that of the
conventional numbers.

Type 2 replacements exhibit one characteristic not found on the Type 1s.
The crossbars in the As are slightly lower than on conventional As.

We also find that there is little tendency for Type 2 replacement serial and
charter numbers to be tilted.  Possibly the paging machines were modified to
improve the alignments.

of course, the most highly prized replacements are the poorest made.  What
collectors like are obvious examples.  A perfectly made replacement is visually fairly
difficult to identify quickly.

Blind embossing

some replacement notes exhibit obvious blind embossing of serial numbers
punched through from overlying sheets.  This phenomenon is most commonly
observed on Type 2 replacements, but does occur on some Type 1s.  The implication
is that much greater force was used to apply the combined serial and charter numbers
on the Type 2s than was needed to impress the Type 1 serial numbers.

Blind embossing reveals that it was common practice for the operator to
place several sheets on the bed of the paging machine and work down through the
stack.  The pile was soft, so as she stamped the numbers onto the top sheet, they
deeply embossed through into the underlying sheets.  consequently, multiple
embossed serials can occur on a given note.  They are, of course, different from the

Figure 8.  Two serial numbers from a sequence of notes
from the same bank illustrating that the width of the
serial numbers on Type 1 replacements (top) is about 1
to 1.5 mm wider than on conventional notes.  Also
notice the spatter of the ink in the replacement serial.
This degree of spatter is unusual.

Figure 9.  The crossbar in the A on Type 2
replacement serial numbers (left) is lower
than in conventional As.

Figure 10.  Two examples of
blind embossing caused by
punch-through of serial and
charter numbers, which
occurred  as those numbers
were added to the preceding
sheet by the paging machine
operator.  The bottom image
is shown upside down; other-
wise the embossed numbers
appear raised through an
optical illusion.  Blind
embossing is unusual on
Type 1 replacements.
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number printed on the note.  The quality of the embossing depends on how many
sheets separated the embossed sheet from the sheet being numbered.  The fewer the
interleaving sheets, the crisper the embossing.

number 1 sheets

it is a fact that the most commonly replaced sheets were the number 1
sheets.  This makes sense.  The number 1 sheets were the first to be overprinted and
also they resided at the top of the finished stack.  either way, they were the most sus-
ceptible to being misprinted or otherwise damaged.

repaired sheets

huntoon had the number 1 Type 2 $10 sheet from The st. John national
Bank, Kansas (7844).  The left A000003 and 7844 is a quintessential replacement
complete with hand stamped appearance and decided rightward shift.  The other
eleven serials on the sheet were perfect machine overprints positioned correctly.

it is obvious that the only replacement serial on the sheet was the left
A000003.  The original serial had been imperfectly printed, so the make-up operator
simply erased it and replaced it.  Telltale signs of the erasure are a burnish to the
paper, plus a small wrinkle that rolled up parallel to the erasure strokes as the paper
deformed.  The wrinkle is particularly evident in the space between the serial and
charter numbers.

simek has found similar examples of single repaired serials on both Types 1
and 2 notes.  The BeP is a factory environment where the objective is to move the
job along and get on with the next task on the schedule.  if a misprint could be sal-
vaged faster than making a replacement, why not?

Figure 11.  Replacement seri-
al numbers are found on the
notes from number 1 sheets
more often than any other
serial number because the
number 1 sheets were the
most susceptible to damage.
However, they aren’t common
on $50s!

Figure 12.  The replacement
for the $5 number 1 Bank of
Italy sheet obviously was pre-
pared hurriedly.  get a load of
the tilt of the right serial num-
ber!  Scan courtesy of Arri
Jacob.
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Figure 13.  The out-of-register
left A000003 serial number on
this sheet is a classic replace-
ment number.  The other 11
serials are conventional.  The
original was malformed so
they erased it and used a pag-
ing machine to re-enter it.

Figure 14.  Detail showing the
replacement A000003 on the
St. John sheet.  Notice the tiny
wrinkle that rolled up between
the serial and charter numbers
as the operator erased the
original numbers.

Figure 15.  The left serial on
this vicksburg note is a
replacement number, the
right a conventional number.
This is another case where
they were able to salvage an
otherwise good sheet by
adding the replacement
where a number either wasn’t
printed or a malformed num-
ber had been erased.
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interesting pairs

simek has doggedly pursued series of 1929 replacement notes since they
were first recognized.  Along his journey, he has come up with two great pairs.

The consecutive Lake charles pair consists of a conventional and replace-
ment from the same plate position.

similarly, the pair from Winterset is comprised of a replacement note fol-
lowed by a smeared machine overprint from the next sheet.  clearly what happened
in this case is that the black overprint was found to be smeared on a couple of con-
secutive sheets.  The one on sheet 353 was so bad it was replaced.  The minor smear
on 354, although obvious, wasn’t considered sufficiently bad to cause it to be
replaced!

Figure 16.  This is a dramatic
example of an erasure where a
malformed serial and charter
number pair was removed and
replaced on an otherwise well-
printed Type 2 sheet.

Figure 17.  Consecutive pair
of Lake Charles notes from
the same plate position where
E000130A was printed on an
overprinting press and
E000131A was a make-up
numbered on a paging
machine.
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Discovery

no series of 1929 $50 or $100 Type 2 replacements have been reported so
far.  it is only a matter of time before these turn up, so start looking!  $100 Type 1
replacement notes remain very scarce with one reported so far from the houston
national Bank, Texas (9353) shown here.

Errors that Got out of the Bureau 

The inspection of series of 1929 sheets for errors was imperfect, just as in
other classes of notes.  Proof that errors slipped by the Bureau inspectors are the
highly prized misprints residing in collections as well as entries in the national
currency and Bond Ledgers where the comptroller’s clerks noted that misprints
were caught.

Misprints caught by the comptroller’s clerks generally were not sent on to
the banks except under the most unusual circumstances.  The clerks in the
comptroller’s office used two procedures for handling misprints that they found.

The practice through about January 1933 was to technically issue the mis-
printed sheet to the bank, but immediately send it to the redemption division, thus

Figure 18.  Winterset $50s
from consecutive sheets
where sheet 353 replaced a
sheet where the overprint was
far more boldly smeared than
on sheet 354!

Figure 19.  This exciting Type 1
$100 replacement note is the
discovery piece for its type
and denomination, a note that
turned up in 2011 as we were
preparing this article.  This
$100 is from the last sheet
from a printing consisting of
serials 449 through 554 for the
bank received at the
Comptroller's office September
9, 1930.  It probably was a left-
over make-up sheet that was
numbered and appended to
the end of the order.
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balancing it off the books.  The second method, used afterward, was to simply with-
draw the misprint and omit it from the books altogether, yielding a break in the seri-
al numbers on the books.  see Warns and others (1970, p. 28-29). 

no requests were passed down from the comptroller’s office to the Bureau
of engraving and Printing to provide replacements.  rather, the banks received
incomplete sequences.  sprinkled throughout the Van Belkum data are notations
indicating that one sheet, or a very small number of sheets, were not sent to a bank.
Misprints caught by the comptroller’s clerks explain these missing sheets.

it is very difficult to spot such entries in the national currency and Bond
Ledgers without pouring over every page, so most such entries were not caught by
Van Belkum, and consequently are missing from our data sets.

tradition
The practice of using make-up sheets to replace defective sheets did not origi-

nate with the series of 1929 notes.  Make-up replacements were used throughout the
large size national Bank note printings beginning with the notes produced by the
bank note companies in the original series.  They are virtually impossible to spot
because they generally were made with great care.

it also was the practice for the comptroller’s clerks to reject misprinted large
size national Bank note sheets that they discovered, and request the BeP to provide
replacements.  These replacements also were numbered on paging machines identi-
cally to other make-up sheets.  This practice died out sometime before the end of the
large note era.  Thereafter, the comptroller's clerks simply canceled the misprinted
sheets and sent incomplete runs to the banks.

decades ago huntoon found orders in the national Archives from the
comptroller’s office to the director of the BeP requesting such replacements.  The
orders he found were of series of 1882 Brown Back and 1902 red seal vintage.  The
remarkable thing about them was that you could see that the order forms themselves
were passed down the chain from the director to the production people so the order
forms followed the replacement sheets through the plant.

The operators of the paging machines did a very human thing when the
orders arrived at the numbering division.  They dialed in the required serial num-
bers, and then looked for something to test them on before stamping them onto the
replacement sheets.  you guessed it; they first stamped the numbers on the order
form in any available blank space.  Thus the completed orders eventually were filed
with beautiful copies of the serial numbers that appeared on the replacement sheets!

The most remarkable correction that huntoon remembers finding was a case
where the clerks discovered two consecutive sheets where the Treasury sheet num-
bers progressed in forward fashion but the bank sheet serials progressed backwards.
he was amazed that anyone could even spot such a mistake.  can you imagine what
an annoyance it was for the printers to have to set up a press especially to print the
two replacement sheets and then forward them on to equally harried personnel in
the numbering division to complete the job?  obviously, this was an unwelcome,
tedious, time consuming process.

Figure 20.  Sometimes you
find replacement notes from
otherwise highly desirable
banks, which simply adds to
their allure.  The placements
of the serial numbers on this
Juneau replacement note are
good, but the numbers have
the characteristic rubber-
stamped appearance.
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A fabulous number 1 series of 1882 Brown Back from Birmingham,
connecticut, owned by rahul Arora, is a variation on the same theme.  As shown on
figure 21 his note contains a floater Treasury serial number in the right margin that
is the same as on the note.  There are two likely ways it could have gotten there.

it could have been the result of an elaborate accordion fold that caught the
same number from another position on the same sheet, or this note is from a replace-
ment sheet where the operator of the paging machine tested her serial number on the
edge of the sheet before affixing it to the notes.  The idea was that it would be
trimmed away before being shipped to the bank, so who would care  - only it wasn’t!

We can dispense with the accordion fold idea because the requisite creases
are not present on the note.  The idea that this note is, in fact, from a replacement
sheet is amply supported by the fact that the bank serial 1 is very much over-inked
and heavily applied to the paper, very similar to the numbers on many 1929 replace-
ments.

Make-up replacements were also used for all large type note production prior
to the introduction of star notes in 1910 (Murray, 1996).  The use of star notes spread
to various denominations thereafter, but make-ups were used to replace low-produc-
tion high-denomination notes through the end of the large note era.

star notes were employed for all but the highest denomination small size
type notes.  Make-up replacements continued to be used for $5,000 and higher
denomination federal reserve and $10,000 and higher gold notes until those denom-
inations ceased to be printed (huntoon, 1983).

Another type of make-up was utilized during the large note era.  none of the
serials numbers on large size type notes utilized leading zeros.  consequently the
numbering heads on the numbering machines had to be specially configured to print
the numbers below 10 million.  This required that the unneeded number wheels had
to be removed and appropriate spacers added to position the remaining wheels.  not
all of the low numbers were handled this way because it was too inefficient.

Figure 21.  This note is most likely from a make-
up replacement sheet where the operator of the
paging machine tested the Treasury serial number
on the margin of the sheet before applying it to
the four notes.  The number would have been
trimmed away if all had gone according to plan,
but it was too close in.  Notice the heavily applied
bank serial 1, which is characteristic of many 1929
Type 1 replacement serial numbers, too.

Figure 22.  This detail shows
that the floater is the same as
the treasury number on the
Birmingham note.
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Many 1-, 2-  and 3-digit serial numbers observed on large size type notes
have a similar rubber-stamped appearance and sometimes crooked placement typical
of numbers applied from paging machines. The numbers appear to wander around
in their allotted spaces when several low numbered notes from the same run are
compared.  furthermore it is evident that the right and left numbers on a given note
were applied by the same numbering head based on the same alignment, spacing and
flaws in the characters.  The implication is clear that those sheets were numbered on
paging machines.  only when the 4-digit  numbers were reached was it worth the
effort to go through the necessary setup work to begin numbering the sheets on a
numbering press.
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Figure 23.  The 1-, 2- and 3-
digit serials numbers on
sheets of large size type notes
were applied using paging
machines, so those sheets
classify as make-up sheets.
Many exhibit a rubber-
stamped appearance and wan-
der within the spaces provided
for them, the latter characteris-
tic being readily evident when
different notes from the same
run are compared.

Figure 24.  The identical spac-
ing and alignments between
the characters coupled with
identical flaws within the char-
acters in the two serial num-
bers from the $1000 Series of
1918 NY note demonstrate that
both serial numbers were
applied using the same num-
bering head.  The minor varia-
tions that are apparent are
attributed to differences in ink-
ing.
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